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Abstract
Multi level inverter has expanded widely in the current era due to its high
power applications and they are majorly used in turbines, micro turbines,
wind turbines, and high power DC to AC converted devices. It produces high
quality and low distortion of output voltage with reduced harmonics and
THD. This proposal consists of closed loop pivoted sinusoidal technique to
find the performance of multilevel inverter and the following three
techniques are implemented to find the switching angles for cascaded
multilevel inverter. The rising and falling edges of step modulated eleven
level inverter are aligned to the reference sinusoidal wave. This approach is
also named as Pivoted sinusoidal reference. The results are favorable and
have been compared with the other two methods such as Rage gutta 4th order
method embedded as a MATLAB function and Equal area concept. The
output of the inverter is quasi square wave with reduced harmonics, further to
produce regulated AC output voltage, PI controller is used. This PI controller
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has been tuned with the Fruit Fly Optimization algorithm and the Cuckoo
Search algorithm to obtain controller parameters. During voltage regulation,
the performance of PI controller are also derived. Simulation has been
carried out using MATLAB Simulink package and the transfer function of
the multilevel inverter is found using its function and plotted root locus and
bode plot diagram. The hardware with five cascaded H-bridges, isolated
power supplies, zero crossing detector, comparator have been developed and
implemented. In this package, the closed loop performances such as steady
state error, Integral square error, Peak overshoot and settling time are
analyzed and validated.
Keywords: Eleven level inverter, closed loop Sine reference pivoting, PI
controller Tuning, Fruit fly algorithm, Cuckoo search heuristic algorithm,
Bode analysis and Regulation with Filter characteristics

1 Introduction
Multilevel Inverter has sustained inclusive devotion owing to its high
power applications. These perceptions were announced in early 1980’s and
they are efficient in medium and high voltage applications. There are
innumerable topologies used in multilevel inverter such as
(i)
Cascaded Multilevel Inverter
(ii)
Diode clamped multilevel inverter
(iii)
Flying capacitor type multilevel inverters.
Among these topologies cascaded multilevel inverter [9] is used. It is
allied as a series of H-Bridge inverter. The production of each inverter is a
square wave, which is AC. Input to the inverter is DC supply and the
production is AC. To attain untainted AC signal (i.e.) sine wave from the
square wave yield, many techniques are followed [3]. Among these practises
of multilevel inverter, if the inverter is connected in series the output of each
inverter will be square wave and the overall output acquired will be of quasi
square wave which in turn is circa equal to sine wave thus tumbling
harmonics [15]. Multilevel Inverters can be controlled using different
techniques[4]. The classification of control techniques are based on (i) Low
switching frequency (ii) High switching frequency (iii) Space vector control
(iv)Selective harmonic elimination techniques.[5] [9] On the other hand
PWM are used for high switching performance out of different control
techniques in PWM[3][7]. SHE PWM is the practice which is extensively
used in this rag. SHEPWM technique is recycled for the assessment. The
PWM technique adopted is classified into single PWM in which consists of
constant amplitude and varying duty cycle[13][22]. Space vector PWM
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where hardware implementation is essentially by DSP processor. In
sinusoidal PWM high frequency sine and triangular wave used to produce
pulse. In multicarrier PWM more than one carrier is used which produce high
switching frequency. SHE PWM works on the basis of conducting angles
alpha. In this practice the switching angles for the switches is premeditated
and computed using different optimization algorithms [1][15] Such as (i)
Interactive method termed Newton Rapson (ii) Mathematical method
labelled Resultant theory, Biological evolutionary algorithms such as Genetic
algorithm, Particle swam optimization[2][6], Bat algorithm, Fruit fly
optimization technique, Cuckoo search optimization algorithm, Firefly
optimization, Frog leaping algorithm, etc. In this proposed work basically
three methods followed to find the optimum switching angles Hopfield
neural network based Rague kutta method, Equal area concept and Pivoted
sinusoidal reference method. A closed loop controller is designed with the
close loop parameters. The closed loop parameters values such as KP, KI,
KD will be optimized using Fruit fly and cuckoo search optimization
algorithms. The optimization algorithms are compared with the conventional
Ziegler Nicholas method.

2 Related works
Mahesh,Kranthi pratap singh[1] presented that the artificial neural
network applied to the closed loop control system. The switching angle for
the inverter calculated using offline method for various modulation indices.
T.Barath kumar,A.Vijaya devi [2] Here multiple solutions are addressed
using PSO techniques to find the switching angles by deploying seven and
eleven level inverters, with each quarter adopting 6 angles and thus
diminishing the THD to 0.4 %. THD can be further reduced by adding more
switches.Harmonic minimization applied in CMI and particle swam
optimization algorithm presented.
G.Durga Prasad,V.Jegathesan [3] Polarity generation modules will
deduct the total number of switches and to derive the switching angles
various control strategies like level shift PWM, carrier overlapping PWM
and Frequency shift PWM is required. FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Array) kit, resistive and inductive loads are used to implement this hardware.
The switches number reduced as the amount of DC link capacitors increased.
Rahul Omar,Nor syuhada,Mohanad Rasheed[4]
Dynamic voltage
restorer application is developed using DSP kit based on Newton Rapson
algorithm and pattern swapping methods. Here, switching frequency of
5KHZ, R= 100 k ohm, L = 2.07mH and modulation index of 0.84 is
processed.Harmonic optimization of multilevel inverter with different
techniques compared.
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Tikeshwar Gajpal,Nivedita hedau [5] presented the comparative study
for different optimization algorithms. Here switching angle is derived based
on genetic algorithm, PSO, SHE PWM, Fuzzy, OMTHD, and BAT
algorithm. Alterable DC and modified weight factors were also considered.
Sallama, Abdulhafid, Maysam Abbod, and Shariq Mahmood Khan [6]
stated the search mechanism by the inspaired behavior of swam which has
been clarified in a closed and open spaces. Fuzzy logic is used.
Alamri, Basem, and Mohamed Darwish [7] This paper presented about
the losses of HVDC is given.Considaration of IGBT switches contributed.
T.R.Sumitjira,A.Nirmal kumar[8] The adoption of nero fuzzy interface is
applied to predict the optimum modulation index.For switching angle
identification selecttve harmonic elimination pulse width modulation
adapted.PIC microcontroller is used in hardware for finding switching angle.
Farokhnia, N., Fathi, S.H.; Salehi, R.; Gharehpetian, G.B.; Ehsani, M.[9]
Best initial guess provided in this paper and the switching angle calculated
with reduced harmonics.Gentic algorithm optimization technique
applied.The switching frequency made to remain constant.The constrients
made to be relaxed for the extension in modulation range.Time domain
simulationstudy proposed in MATLAB environment.

3 SHE Cascaded Multilevel Inverter
Cascaded Multilevel inverter consists of series of H-bridges coupled [9].
Bestowing to the topology arrangement the multilevel inverter is classified
into single phase and three phase inverter. Affording to the type of
construction the multilevel inverter is classified as half bridge and full bridge
inverter[22]. Conferring on the configuration site the inverter is classified as
Single level and multilevel inverter. The participation of each H-Bridge is a
DC cells, fuel cells, energy cells etc. The chief aim is to combination the
output voltage from different input sources. Principally for cascaded
multilevel inverter actions there are four modes. At mode zero no switches in
the H-Bridges are turned ON, so the output voltage Vo = 0. In the next mode
of operation the positive group switches in the first bridge and the positive
upper switches in the next H-bridges are turned ON and the output voltage
Vo = V1+ V2 and the same will be repeated for next step output voltages.
The current flows through the switches to turn ON and forward bias the
diode. The number of output voltage level is 2S + 1, where S = number of
sources.
The paper has been arranged as follows. The brief introduction and SHE
OF CASCADED INVERTER explained . The mathematical considerations
of the proposed idea have been explained. Discussion on the development of
the Cuckoo Search algorithm and the Fruit fly algorithm [10][11] used for
tuning PI controller which is used to regulate the output voltage of the
proposed inverter. MATLAB SIMULINK based simulation is presented. The
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details of experimental verification are presented. A discussion on the results
is given, followed by the conclusion and reference sections.
3.1 Mathematical Expression for Sinusoidal Pivoted Reference
The estimation of switching angles in the anticipated method is
premeditated as follows. Considering a sine wave of unity peak value, spot a
point on the sine waves at identical heights starting from 0.15 level. Thus 5
scripts can be made at 0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6 and at 0.75 starting from level 0 to
6. The sockets used for the level 1 are 0.15 and the second level are
(0.15+0.15=0.3) and the third level is (0.3=0.15=0.45) and so on. Analogous
to these values are time moments beginning from the origin. Allowing for a
50 Hz system, 3rd order harmonics are deliberate as 3*50 Hz which is 150
Hz.5th order harmonics 5*50 Hz which is 250Hz and 7th order harmonics
are calculated as 7*50 Hz which is 350Hz and so on [8][9]. The time at
which peak value occurs is at 5000 micro second and so on.
Let Vf = 1 and it occurs at the peak at 5000 micro seconds measured
from the zero second.
V(ϕ) = Vmax sin (ϕ) if Vmax = 1 then the ϕ at which V(ϕ) = 1 occurs is
ϕ = Sin inv (1) = 90
Similarly, the voltage 0.707 occurs at an angle ϕ
ϕ = Sin inv(0.707) = 45 degrees
In the same manner the positions of 0.15v, 0.3v, 0.45v, 0.6v and 0.7v are
found.

4 Optimization Algorithms
4.1 The Cuckoo Search Algorithm and The Fruit Fly Algorithm for
Tuning the PI Controller
The eleven level inverter has a closed loop control pattern that
normalizes the output voltage at the favourite RMS value. The PI controller
[17] has been designated for the purpose of employing the Modulation Index
robotically so that the output voltage is synchronised at the desired level. The
elementary requirement of a PI controller is that it necessities to be pitched
for two constants namely the Proportional constant Kp, and the Integral
constant Ki[21]11]. These two constants are usually tuned by the Zeigler
Nicholas tuning procedure. Normally a retort curve is first obtained for the
transfer function of the plant under control. For getting the reaction curve,
the controlled parameter which is the output voltage and the manipulated
parameter which is the Modulation Index are related.
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If the reaction curve is exponential with a convex portion and a concave
portion and a point of inflexion at the meeting points of these portions, then it
becomes easy to design and tune the PI controller using the ZN method.
In reaction curve method of tuning the PI controller is partly deterministic
and partly empirical. The Kp and Ki values obtained by the ZN method may
not be suitable for all operating points and under all sorts of disturbances. In
certain plants it may not be even possible to obtain this reaction curve. Under
such cases the advanced soft computing based or optimization based tuning
procedures may be adopted so that the system performance is desirable
overall operating regions and against a wide range of operational
disturbances.
In this work the ZN tuning procedure and the optimization based tuning
procedures namely the Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) and the Fruit Fly
Optimization Algorithm (FOA) [20] are tested. The output voltage regulation
performance of the eleven level inverter with ZN, CSA and FOA are
recorded and compared. [21]
4.2 Cuckoo Search Algorithm
The Cuckoo Search Algorithm is a heuristic algorithm using which the
parameters that define an objective function may be optimized for the
minimum or maximum value of the objective function.
The steps involved in the Cuckoo Search Algorithm are given below.
Initialize with random solution.
Select state
Generate solution by levy flight.
Evaluate the fitness of a new egg.
Replace new egg for old egg if the fitness of the new egg dominates.
Discover and replace.
With the eleven level inverter model with the PI controller running in the
MATLAB SIMULINK environment, at the end of every run cycle the
integrated square error is found by integrating the instantaneous error using
an integrator. Based on the ISE obtained, the Kp and Ki values are altered
and the next run is started. The process repeats for several iterations and the
Kp and KI values are iterative adjusted until the error becomes nearly zero.
At the end of the tuning process values of Kp and Ki as determined by the
Cuckoo Search Algorithm are 0.15 and 1.5 respectively.
4.3 Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm
The FOA belongs to the category of the biologically inspired
optimization techniques that use Swarm Intelligence. The FOA inspired by
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the foraging behavior of Drosophila a peculiar family of flies known as the
Fruit Fly [14][17].
The FOA is a simple and straight forward procedure compared to other
optimization procedures. It starts with a set of candidates and these
candidates are randomly initialised in the solution space. The fruit flies are
characterised by a very good sensory perception specially the sense of Smell
[17][18]. They are also gifted with good ophthalmic vision. The sense of
smell makes them possible to locate the new locations where they could find
their food. The Sense of vision helps them to evolve from their present
position to the newer positions step by step in an evolutionary manner
[10][11].
When the members of the population are located initially in a multidimensional search space they all get different degrees of smell. Based on the
individual smell all the members move towards a better location where the
smell is better. From the new position the degree of smell is again considered
to make a new decision and to move on to a new location. The process
continues until all the members reach the final target where they find their
food. At the final location the degree of smell felt by every individual
member is the same and the process terminates there.
In the evolution of the FOA the smell concentration decision function is
the fitness function. In tuning the PI controller, the fitness function should
include the Kp and Ki as the variables to be optimized and the Integral
Square Error is the objective to be minimized.
1. Initialize the FOA parameters.
2. Randomize direction and distance.
3. Compute distance and smell.
4. Compute the fitness function.
5. Find the fly with maximum smell.
6. Update results and move with vision to new location
7. Repeat iteration until no change occurs in performance or number of
iterations finished.
The tuning process was carried by the MATLAB SIMULINK program in
an iterative process. The values of Kp and Ki as determined by the FOA are
0.23 and 1.8 respectively.
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5 Simulation - Matlab Simulink
The main simulation and the sub systems illuminated in figure 1. As for
the topology there are five H bridge inverter units cascaded to form an eleven
level inverter. Each H Bridge is powered up using a separate DC source of 35
v using DC voltage source block. The load is connected across the output of
an eleven level inverter. There are two gating pulse generator sub systems.
The first one consists of the Hopfield neural Network based SHE PWM pulse
generator. The second subsystem consists of the proposed Sine PWM which
uses the pivoting technique. Either of these subsystems may be optionally
connected to the power topology to supply the relevant switching pulses to
the 20 Power electronic switches, in this case the MOSFETs. The blocks as
used in the MATLAB SIMULINK simulation [27] are given in figures 2, 3
and 4.The SHE algorithm using Hopfield Neural Network is implemented as
a MATLAB embedded function. This function is used alongside the
MATLAB SIMULINK model consisting of the power sources, eleven level
inverter topology and the RL load. The system of dynamic equations
representing the Hopfield Neural Network carried out using the Runga Kutta
fourth order procedure is inside the MATLAB embedded function [28] and
shown in figure 5.

Figure 1. H bridge inverter.
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Figure 2. The switching pulse generation sub system for the H bridge inverter

Figure 3 The MATLAB SIMULINK block diagram of the eleven level inverter with
the Pivoting sub system.
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Figure 4. The complete model of the eleven level topology with 5 sets of cascaded H
bridge units.

Figure 5. The MATLAB SIMULINK model of the eleven level inverter with SHE
PWM.

The MATLAB embedded function contains the Hopfield Neural
Network based algorithm for generating the switching pulses.
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5.1 The LCL Filter Characteristics
Figure 6 gives the circuit arrangement of the LCL filter. It consists of
two capacitors and inductors connected in the Pi model. The values of the
filter components are C1 = C2 = xx and L = xx.

Figure 6. The LCL filter sub system.

Using the subsystem with a step input applied the input and the response
output of the subsystem are sent to the workspace with variable names vin
and vout. Then using the MATLAB commands as shown herein the transfer
function of the CLC filter is found [29].
mysys = iddata (vout,vin,0.0001)
sys = tfest(mysys,3)
The transfer function of the LCL filter is as shown below
-17.05 s^2 + 2.258e06 s - 1.77e12
-------------------------------------------s^3 + 1.595e05 s^2 + 2.386e07 s + 1.77e12
After finding the transfer function of the LCL filter the transfer function
between the input and output of the Pi filter the bode plot for the filter is
shown in figure 7. The bode plot has been found by using the command bode
(sys) supplied at the command prompt of MATLAB.
Bode Diagram
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Figure 7. The bode plot for the transfer function pertaining to the LCL filter
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With reference to figure 7 the magnitude plot clearly indicates that the
gain is maximum for a frequency of 50 Hz The output of the step modulated
eleven level inverter without making use of the filter is shown in figure 8 and
Figure 9 shows the output of the eleven level inverter with the filter being
applied.
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Figure 8. The eleven level output before the filter sub system
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Figure 9. The output of eleven level inverter after the filter unit.

Figure 10. The eleven level inverter waveform and its FFT without filter with SHE
PWM applied.

Figure 10 shows the waveform of the output voltage of the eleven level
inverter with no filter is being used. However because of the SHE concept
the select harmonics are eliminated. The eliminated harmonics are 7th, 9th,
11th and the 13th order harmonics. Figure 11 shows the output voltage
waveform of the elven level inverter after being filtered using the LCL filter.
The FFT of the output voltage has been improved with SHE PWM applied
and the filter in place. In both with the filter and without the filter the inverter
is free from the select harmonics[12][13].
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Figure 11. Voltage waveform of the eleven level inverter with LCL filter with SHE
PWM and the FFT plot.

Figure 12. The eleven level inverter waveform and its FFT without filter with the
pivoting technique.

Figure 13. Voltage waveform of the eleven level inverter with LCL filter with the
switching angles arrived using the Pivoting method and the corresponding FFT plot.

Figure 12 and 13 shows the output voltage waveform of the eleven level
inverter with and without the filter in place. It is clearly evident that even
without the filter the output voltage is of better quality and its THD is low as
compared to the case of the SHE PWM based inverter without the filter.
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A comparison of the THD of the output voltage of the two schemes of
modulations namely the SHE PWM and the proposed pivoted angle PWM as
shown in the table 1.
Technique
SHE PWM
PIVOTED Angle
PWM

THD
Filter

without THD with Filter
24.11
7.33

8.53
1.55

Table 1 THD of the output voltage of the two schemes

It can be concluded by the results shown in table 2, that in the case of
SHE PWM certain lower order harmonics are reduced but it does guarantee
the reduction of the overall THD. However, with the proposed Pivoted angle
PWQM scheme the THD of the inverter output even without the filter is less
than that of the SHE PWM with filter.
Table 2 results of the simulation were recorded

Type of tuning
ZN method
The FOA
Cuckoo Search

Kp
0.32
0.23
0.15

Ki
2.5
1.8
1.5

Figure: 14. The voltage regulation characteristics with ZN tuning technique for the
PI controller
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Figure: 15.The voltage regulation characteristics with the Cuckoo Search
Optimization based tuning.

Figure: 16.The voltage regulation characteristics with the FOA based tuning.

The results of output voltage regulation can be compared by comparing
the characteristics shown in figures 14,15 and 16. The ZN method of tuning
is the least performing one [21]. The FOA algorithm outperforms both the
other methods. The overshoot and the settling time are reduced in the case of
the FOA algorithm and it is the best performing algorithm among the three
methods considered, in the application of the tuning task of the PI
controller[22][23].

6 Details of Experimental Verification
An experimental verification setup has been developed to validate the
proposed method of step modulation. Figure 17 shows the circuit
arrangement of the eleven level inverter constructed using a set of five
cascaded H bridges.
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Fig 17.Experimental setup

These five H bridge units are powered by separate and isolated DC
sources. The DC sources are formed using transformers, rectifiers and filters.
The DC sources used for the five bridges are of identical voltage and power
rating. Thus the eleven level inverter under consideration is a symmetrical
multilevel inverter. In each level of the stepped voltage output of the inverter
the increment in voltage is uniform.
The transformer used for the DC sources are of rating 230v / 24v; 5 A
secondary current and designed for 50 Hz operation. Thus the VA rating of
the transformers are 24 * 5 = 120VA.
The complete control system is built around the PIC micro controller 16
F 877A. The PIC micro controller has 8 analogue inputs spread in ports A
and E and more than 20 digital IO signals spread over ports B, C and D. Port
A can also be configured to handle digital IO.
Each of the five H Bridge units consists of a set of four MOSFETS IRF
840 with an individual RC snubber circuit. The Gate – Source circuit of the
MOSFETs are driven by Opto Coupler IC MCT 2E. The Opto Coupler ICs
provide electrical isolation between the power circuit comprising of the high
power handling MOSFETs and the low powered and low voltage operated
control circuit comprising of the PIC Micro Controller 16F877A.
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Each of the Opto Coupler for the lower MOSFETs of the H bridges are
powered by a common DC supply and the upper two MOSFETs of each H
bridge are powered by individual power supplies. Thus in association with
each H bridge there are three isolated DC power supply units with rating 9 V
DC and 500mA.
In order to produce an AC output with five timed DC levels above the x
axis and five timed DC levels below the x axis a control program is
developed and the control program activates the total of 20 MOSFETs in a an
appropriately timed manner.
The control program was developed and compiled in Micro C and down
loaded into the PIC IC with the PICKIT 2 programming tool. A photograph
of the complete setup is shown in figure 18.

Figure 18. The experimental setup of the eleven level inverter with eleven level
waveform on the DSO with filters removed.
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6.1 The Zero Crossing Detector
Although the application is not about grid integration of the renewable
energy source, in order to run the inverter with 50 Hz output the utility
source sample has been used to derive the 50 Hz timing. The utility voltage
sample is passed through a zero crossing detector (ZCD). A potential
transformer typically 230/6v 500mA was used to get the utility voltage
sample. This voltage sample was supplied to the ZCD. The two anti-parallel
diodes at the front end limit the incoming AC voltage to be within 0.7 V.
This attenuated AC signal is applied to an operational amplifier 741 based
comparator. The comparator produces a logic high output of 5v during the
positive half cycle of the incoming AC signal. During the negative half cycle
of the incoming AC signal the ZCD produces a logic zero output. The period
of the logic high output and logic low outputs correspond to the positive and
negative half cycles and are typically for durations of 10ms each or
10000Micro seconds each.
During the logic high period the eleven level inverter goes through the
positive half cycle and during the logic zero output period of the ZCD the
eleven level inverter produces the negative half cycle.
6.2 Generation of Switching Pulses
For each of the half cycles of the inverter there are five rising and five
falling edges. The angle at which these transitions occur as measured from
the Y axis, in terms of either radians or degrees or time determine the
modulation index or the magnitude of the fundamental and the magnitude of
the harmonics as well.
In the SHE PWM these angles alpha1, alpha2, alpha3, alpha4 and alpha5
are determined using some optimisation techniques such that the required
fundamental amplitude is obtained and some select harmonics like the 5th,
7th, 11th and 13th are mitigated. Particle swarm optimisation, the Genetic
Algorithm, the Firefly algorithm [13] and the Hopfield Neural Network are
used for estimating the switching angles. In this work the results of the
Hopfield neural network are used for fixing the switching angles and this is
used to compare the results of the proposed sinusoidal pivoting technique.

7 Results and Discussions
A discussion of results obtained in both simulation and hardware based
experimental setup are given in this chapter. As far the simulations the same
topology has been adopted for both SHE PWM and the proposed Sine Wave
Reference Pivoted technique. The associated waveforms and the FFT
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analysis are given in the earlier chapter. The performance of the different
tuning techniques is shown in table 3.

Table 3: Performance of closed loop controller
Type of tuning

Kp

Ki

Steady
Error

ZN

0.32

2.5

Cuckoo

0.23

FOA

0.15

State

Peak
Overshoot

Settling Time

Integral Square
Error

2.4v

18v

7.82%

180 ms

45.23

1.8

1.2v

14v

6.08%

120 ms

23.43

1.5

0.8v

9v

3.91%

89 ms

18.32

Experimental verification of an eleven level inverter with a PI based
closed loop controller for regulating the output voltage are presented herein.
The unfiltered eleven level waveforms for different modulation indices are
also shown. For the experimental verification the individual DC source were
maintained at 33 V DC derived from a 230v /24 v 5 A transformer. Since the
cascaded H bridges need isolated power supply units five individual
transformers of the same capacity were used. For getting a line synchronised
inverter, a zero crossing detector has been used. The 741 IC based zero
crossing detector gives the duration of the positive and negative half cycles
as logic 1 and 0.
The waveforms of the output voltages in different methods of modulation
and the RMS values of the regulated output voltages are shown in the figures
21 through 26.The unfiltered output voltage is shown in figure 20. In figure
21 the stepped output voltage with uniform timing for the different levels
have been shown. The uniform spacing of the levels in the time axis does not
eliminate the desired harmonics like the SHE PWM nor does it reduce the
THD as in the sinusoidally pivoted PWM technique. The FFT pattern for the
equal angle modulation is as shown in figure 22.
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Figure: 20 The unfiltered AC votlage output of the eleven level inverter with
uniform spacing pf switching angles.

Figure : 21The votoage output waveform for a modualtion index of 0.7 with the
equal angle technique and the corresponding FFT.

Figure 21 gives the votlage waveform and the FFT of the eleven level
output of the inverter with the equal angle modulation. The voltage
waveform after filtering is a shown in figure 22. The output voltage before
extimation of switching angles is shown in figure 23, and after extimating the
switching angles is shown in figure 24.

Figure:22. The AC voltage output of the eleven level inverter after filtering.
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Figure: 23. The output AC voltage waveform and the corresponding FFT with the
proposed pivoted angle PWM.

Figure: 24. The output AC voltage waveform with the switching angles estimated
with the proposed pivoting technique and the corresponding FFT.

A Closed loop controller has been developed in embedded C with
facility to edit the kp and ki values. With the PI controller the kp and ki
values as found by the FOA algorithm for the simulation has been substituted
and the RMS values of the output voltage of the inverter have been recorded
with and without the controller and are shown in figures 25 and 26.

Figure: 25. The RMS value of the output voltage with a sudden load increase,
without voltage regulation.
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Figure: 26. The RMS value of the output voltage with the closed loop controller
tuned with FOA method.

8 Conclusion
A multi-level inverter with 11 levels have been designed and developed.
A novel pivoting type of switching angle determination has been proposed
and validated. The proposed method exhibited reduced THD of the output
voltage as compared to the equally spaced step modulation scheme. Besides
a PI controller has been used for the regulation of the output voltage. The PI
controller has been tuned with ZN tuning technique, the Cuckoo Search
Algorithm and the FOA. The PI controller tuned by the FOA method is
found to be better than those tuned by the other two methods in terms of
minimal Integral square error.
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